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INTRODUCTION 
1. The purpose of the neutrix calculus 
Mathematics is the science which examines the properties of certain 
objects, called mathematical objects. In this science the desire for expansion 
declares itself in two different ways. In the first place the knowledge 
concerning those objects is extended further and further and the reasonings 
required for this purpose are continually simplified and generalized as 
much as possible. On the other hand again and again new mathematical 
objects are added to those already in use. 
In mathematics one starts from the sequence formed by the positive 
integers. To these numbers are added the number zero, the negative 
integers, the real rational numbers, the complex rational numbers, the 
algebraic numbers, the real numbers, the complex integers, the complex 
numbers, the quaternions and so on. Each ·such extension meant an 
important step forward, forced upon the mathematical pioneers again and 
again whenever it turned out that certain problems insolvable till then 
could be brought to a solution by means of the extension under consider-
ation. 
Since then many other mathematical objects and notions have been 
admitted, such as the principal value of a divergent integral introduced 
by Cauchy, divergent series or divergent integrals to which a finite sum 
or a finite value is assigned, the finite part of a divergent integral in-
troduced by Hadamard, generalized functions, the mathematical objects 
occurring in the operational calculus or in the non standard analysis, 
and so on. 
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Each of these extensions leads to a new analysis with new conventions, 
new notation and new rules. For each extension one starts from a given 
set r, called the fundamental set. The relations valid between the elements 
of r and the functions which assume only values belonging to r form 
an analysis, named the fundamental analysis. In the MRC Technical 
Summary Reports which will appear under the overall title "Neutralized 
Values" new mathematical objects are introduced whose name is mentioned 
in the overall title of the reports. The relations valid between these new 
objects form a new analysis (neutrix calculus) which comprises not only 
the fundamental analysis but all, or practically all the calculi already 
introduced before, whereas the neutrix calculus contains moreover in-
finitely many new calculi. Each of these calculi has a certain structure 6. 
An analysis with structure 6 is by this structure completely determined, 
apart from the fact that there is sometimes still some freedom in the 
choice of the operators admitted to the analysis with structure 6. For 
each operator u admitted to the fundamental analysis the analysis with 
structure 6 contains an operator indicated by the same letter u but even 
if the operator u occurring in the fundamental analysis is known, then it 
may happen that there is still some freedom in the choice of the operator u 
occurring in the analysis with structure 6. 
For all the calculi obtained in this way we have a universal notMion 
and a universal language. 
As it has already been said above each formula belonging to the funda-
mental analysis occurs also in the analysis with a structure 6. This is a 
consequence of the fact that each element of the fundamental set r is 
equal to a neutralized value and that each operator allowed in the funda-
mental analysis is also allowed in the analysis with structure 6 provided 
that each element ex of r is replaced by the neutralized value which is 
equal to ex. 
The neutrix calculus is partitioned into two parts, the special and the 
general neutrix calculus. In the special neutrix calculus only neutralized 
values are admitted which are equal to an element of the fundamental 
set r. It is true that in this way we find only relations between elements 
of r and functions which assume exclusively values belonging to r, 
but in the proofs the rules valid in the neutrix calculus may be applied. 
The general neutrix calculus, to which also neutralized values are admitted 
which are not equal to an element of r, yields results outside the funda-
mental analysis. 
The following diagram is useful in showing the relationships between 
the notions introduced above. 
r (fundamental set) C N.V (neutralized values) 
t t 
Fundamental Analysis for r C N.C (Neutrix calculus) 
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2. Definition of a neutrix 
As it was already said in the preceding section one starts from a given 
set r, the fundamental set. Furthermore we introduce certain operators p,, 
bearing the name of fundamental operators such that any fundamental 
operator p, can be applied on any element .:x of r and that the result p,.:x 
is again an element of r. 
If p, and p,* are fundamental operators, then p,* p, denotes the operator 
defined by 
This operator p,* p, is called the product of the fundamental operators 
p,* and p,. We assume that the product of two fundamental operators is 
always again a fundamental operator and that the multiplication of two 
fundamental operators is commutative. 
The operator p, which gives p,rx = .:x for each element .:x of F is called the 
unit operator. This operator is always considered to be a fundamental 
operator. 
A domain L1 is an arbitrary not empty set; it is not necessary that 
L1 has anything to do with the fundamental set r. A function f(~) defined 
on L1 means a mapping ~-+ f(~) of L1 onto F; in this mapping each point 
~of L1 possesses in r a uniquely defined image f(~). Notice that any function 
assumes only values belonging to the fundamental set r. 
A fundamental operator which may depend on ~. where ~denotes an 
arbitrary element of a certain domain L1, will be denoted by p,(~). Consider 
a set M formed by such fundamental operators p,(~) with the three 
following properties: 
1. (Unit condition) M contains the unit operator. 
2. (Product condition). If M contains two fundamental operators p,(~) 
and p,*(~), then M contains also the product p,*W p,(~). 
3. (Neutrix condition). If .:x and {J denote any two elements of r in-
dependent of ; which have for suitably chosen fundamental operators 
p,(~) and p,*(~) belonging to M the property 
p,(~) .:x=p,*(~) {J 
for each element ; of L1, then .:x = {J. 
A set M with these properties bears the name neutrix; the domain L1 
is called the domain LIM of M. 
The definition of a neutrix reveals one of the principles of the neutrix 
calculus. Assume that a proof given in the fundamental analysis contains 
an auxiliary function defined on L1 which can be written in the form 
p,(~) .:x, where .:x is an element of r independent of ~ and where p,(~) is a 
fundamental operator occurring in the neutrix M. It often happens that 
in the said proof not all the properties of the auxiliary function are used. 
Assume that each function iJ,(~) .:x, where /l(~) denotes an arbitrary funda-
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mental operator belonging to M, possesses all the properties used in the 
said proof. Instead of the particular function fl(~) lX we can now use the 
class formed by all the functions of the form 'jt(~) tX. This is often an 
improvement. Indeed the properties of the auxiliary function fl(~) lX which 
are not used in the proof are often misleading, since their application 
gives sometimes a hopeless muddle. Replacement of the particular auxiliary 
function by a convenient class has the advantage that everything which 
is essential for the proof remains, whereas the disturbing elements are 
eliminated. 
This idea can also be formulated as follows. In the case of the function 
p.(~) lX in the said proof it is not necessary to know the fundamental 
operator fl(~) itself. For the proof it is sufficient to know that it belongs 
to the neutrix M. In view of this fact the fundamental operator fl(~) is 
called negligible in M, since it can often be neglected. The important part 
is the constant tX. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a particular case. Assume that the 
fundamental set r is an additive group. This means that for any choice 
of two elements tX and {J of r the set r contains one and only one element 
which is called the sum tX + {J of tX and {J and that furthermore r contains 
one and only one element which is called the difference lX- {J of lX and {J; 
the addition is supposed to be commutative and associative, whereas the 
subtraction is the inverse operation of the addition, namely 
(tX-{J)+{J=lX 
for any two elements lX and {J of r. 
In this particular case "application of a fundamental operator fl" means 
"addition with an element fl of the fundamental set". Instead of p.tX we 
write therefore fl + tX. We may do this since the addition is commutative 
and associative. For this particular choice of the fundamental operation 
the definition given above of a neutrix becomes: 
An additive group formed by functions fl(~) defined on a given domain L1 
is a neutrix if and only if it satisfies the following condition: 
If for each element ~ of L1 
(I) 
where fl(~) and fl* (~) belong to M and where lX and {J denote elements of 
r independent of ~' then lX = {J. 
Formula (1) implies that the function fl(~)- fl* (~) belonging to M 
assumes for each element ~ of L1 the same value {J -tX, so that in this 
particular case the neutrices can be defined as follows : 
An additive group formed by functions fl(~) defined on a given domain 
L1 is a neutrix if and only if it satisfies the following 
Neutrix condition: If M contains a function fl(~) which assumes 
for each element of ~ the same value y, then y = 0. 
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All the preceding papers devoted to the neutrix calculus restrict them-
selves to this particular case. 
3. The neutrices oo and other neutrices with a limit point 
In this section the fundamental t~et r is an additive group formed by 
complex numbers. Let L1 be an arbitrary unbounded domain also formed 
by complex numbers. That L1 is unbounded means that for each positive 
constant c the domain L1 contains at least one point ~ with 1~1 >c. That r 
is formed by complex numbers implies that only complex valued functions 
are admitted. In this section addition is used as fundamental operator. 
The functions e(~) defined on L1 which tend to zero as 1~1 increases 
indefinitely form a neutrix. Indeed they form an additive group since 
the sum and also the difference of two functions both tending to zero 
approach zero and this additive group satisfies the neutrix condition since 
a constant tending to zero is equal to zero. This neutrix is called the 
neutrix oo with domain Ll. 
As a general rule neutrices are represented by latin capital letters, but 
an exception is made for some neutrices already introduced before in 
analysis. 
A more general type of neutrices is obtained by considering a domain L1 
formed by complex numbers which has an arbitrary limit point z. Let M 
be a neutrix which contains each function e (~) defined on L1 which tends 
to zero as ~ tends on L1 to the limit point l of Ll. Then l is said to be a 
limit point of the neutrix M. For instance the neutrices oo have a limit 
point lying at infinity. 
A simple neutrix with given limit point l can be obtained as follows. 
Theorem 1: Let cp be a set formed by functions defined on L1 with 
the following property: if ~ tends on L1 to l, then each function belonging 
to cp increases indefinitely in absolute value, whereas for any two distinct 
functions belonging to cp the quotient tends to zero or increases indefinitely 
in absolute value. That a function of ~ tends indefinitely in absolute 
value means that for each positive constant c this absolute value is > c 
if ~ lies close enough to the limit point. 
The functions of the form A.(~)+e(~), where e(~) tends to zero as~ tends 
on L1 to l and where A.(~) denotes an arbitrary linear combination with 
constant coefficients of functions belonging to cp, form a neutrix M with 
domain L1 and limit point l. 
Proof: It is clear that the said functions form an additive group, 
so that it is sufficient to show that this group satisfies the neutrix condition. 
In other words, it is sufficient to show: if A.(~)+e(~)=y, where y is in-
dependent of ~. then y = 0. If each coefficient occurring in the linear 
combination A.(~) is equal to zero, then the constant y tends to zero and 
is therefore equal to zero. Otherwise the linear combination A.(~) contains 
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a preponderant term ck(~) with coefficient c i= 0 such that 
A(~)= ck(~)( 1 + r5(~) ), 
where r5(~) tends to zero as ~ tends on Ll to l. Consequently 
A(~)+e(~)=ck(~) (1+r5(~))+e(~) 
increases indefinitely in absolute value and is therefore not equal to a 
number y independent of ~-
Example: Assume that a continuous curve Ll with initial point a lies 
on the Riemann surface corresponding to the function log (~-a) and 
that Ll has a tangent at a. Consider functions defined on Ll of the form 
A(~)+ e(~), where e(~) tends to zero as ~ tends on Ll to a and where A(~) 
denotes an arbitrary linear combination with constant coefficients of 
(~-a)8 logk (~-a), where the exponents 8 denote arbitrary real numbers 
and where each exponent k is an integer ~ 0 which is i= 0 in the case 8 = 0. 
These functions form a neutrix with domain Ll and limit point a. 
For the proof it is sufficient to introduce the class cp formed by the 
functions defined on Ll of the form(~- a)8 logk (~-a), where the exponents 8 
are arbitrary real numbers ~ 0 and where each exponent k is an arbitrary 
integer ~ 0 which is i= 0 in the case 8 = 0. Indeed the possible terms 
occurring in the linear combination A(~) of the form c(~- a)siogk(~- a) 
with 8 > 0 can be incorporated in the term e( ~). Each function belonging 
to cp increases indefinitely as ~ tends on Ll to a, whereas the quotient of 
any two distinct functions belonging to cp increases indefinitely in absolute 
value or tends to zero. It follows therefore from Theorem 1 of this section 
that the said functions defined on Ll form a neutrix with domain Ll and 
limit point a. 
The conditions that L1 is a continuous curve which has a tangent at a 
and that the exponents k are integers ~ 0 are not used in the proof, but 
have been introduced in view of the next theorem. 
The neutrix obtained above is an example of the Hadamard neutrices, 
named for the French mathematician who, in his definition of the finite 
part of an integral- see the following section- has shown that functions 
of the form (~-a)siogk(~-a) may sometimes be neglected. It is true that 
Hadamard restricted himself to real values of 8, just as we have done in 
the above example. However later we shall show that the result formulated 
in the preceding example holds not only for real values of 8, but even for 
arbitrary complex values of 8. This leads to the next theorem. Theorem 1 
is however not strong enough for the proof of this generalization and a 
completely different proof will be necessary. 
Theorem 2: Assume that a continuous curve Ll with initial point a 
lies on the Riemann surface corresponding to the function log (~-a) 
and that Ll has a tangent at a. Consider functions defined on Ll of the form 
A(~) +e(~), where e(~) tends to zero as ~ tends on Ll to a and where A(~) 
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denotes an arbitrary linear combination with constant coefficients of 
(~- a)8 logk (~-a), where the exponents 8 are arbitrary complex numbers 
and where each exponent k is an integer ~ 0 which is =1= 0 in the case 8 = 0. 
These functions A.(~)+ e(~) form a neutrix with domain ,1 and limit point a. 
This neutrix is denoted by Ha and bears the name of the Hadamard 
neutrix with domain ,1 and limit point a. 
4. Special neutrix calculus with only one neutrix 
In this section we introduce only one neutrix, say neutrix M with domain 
.dM. Consider a function f(~) defined on ,1M of the form 
/(~) = p,(~)IX, 
where IX denotes an element of r independent of~ and where p,(~) is for 
each element ~ of .dM a fundamental operator belonging to M. If the 
neutrix M and the function tm are known, then the constant IX is uniquely 
defined according to the neutrix condition. This constant IX will be denoted 
by f(M). 
Example 1: If for each positive integer ~ 
E I Vn=IX+e(~), 
n=l 
where e(~) tends to zero as ~ increases indefinitely, then e(~) belongs to 
the neutrix ex> introduced in the preceding section: the domain is formed 
by the positive integers. Here addition is the fundamental operation, so 
that according to the above convention 
This is also the notation used in the theory of the convergent series, so 
that the convention with which this section begins is only a natural 
generalization of the usual notation. 
Example 2: Let ,1 be the domain formed by the positive integers ~ 
and let cp be the set formed by the functions ~8, where 8= 1, 2, ... , If M 
denotes the neutrix introduced ip. the theorem 3.1, then one has for each 
polynomial v(n) 
M I v(n)=O. 
n=l 
e 
Indeed for each positive integer ~ the sum I v(n) is a polynomial in ~ 
with constant term 0. n~I 
For instance 
M M I n = I n-(1 +2+3) = -6. 
n~4 n-1 
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Please do not protest on the ground that a sum of positive terms can 
never be negative. The left-hand side does not represent a sum. It represents 
a sum, apart from a negligible term. 
In the same way one finds: 
If L1 is the domain formed by the positive numbers and if cp is the set 
formed by the functions ~8(8= 1, 2, ... ), then the neutrix M introduced 
in the theorem 3.1 has for each polynomial v(x) the property 
M J v(x) dx = 0, 
0 
for instance 
M 1 J x2 dx=- Jx2dx= -!. 
1 0 
Example 3: The Hadamard neutrix Ha introduced in the preceding 
section, the domain of which is a linesegment (a, b) with b=l=a has for 
each complex 8 and for each integer k ~ 0 the property 
(1) )
-
1
-logk+l(b-a) if 8=0 
b k+1 J (x-a)s-llogk(x- a) dx = 
Ha (o)lc(b-a)s . 
"3\ If 8 =/= 0. 
u8 8 
To prove that the left-hand side has a meaning in the special neutrix 
calculus one writes for each point ~lying on (a, b) between a and b 
b J (x-a)s-IIogk(x-a) dx 
• 
(2) 1 1 --logk+I(b-a)- --logk+l(~-a) if 8=0 k+1 k+1 
(~)7c S (x-a)s-ldx = (~)lc(b- a)s- (~)7c(~- a)s if 8=/=0. 08 ~ 08 8 08 8 
This gives the required result (1), since the last term occurring on the 
right side of (2) is negligible in Ha for 8 = 0 and also for 8 =1= 0. 
Hadamard has only considered the case that 8 is an arbitrary real 
number ~ 0. He calls the term 
1 (o)lc(b-a)s k+ 1 logk+l(b-a) (for 8=0) and 08 8 (for 8=/=0) 
the finite part of the integral, furthermore the term 
1 ( o )lc (~- a)s 
- --logk+l(~-a) (for 8=0) and - - (for 8=/=0) k+1 08 8 
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the infinite part of the integral. He remarks that in many cases the infinite 
part may be neglected and he assigns to the divergent integral 
b J (x-a)s-11ogk(x-a) dx, 
a 
a value which is equal to the finite part of the integral. Consequently in 
this particular case the theory of the finite part introduced by Hadamard 
leads to the same result as application of the Hadamard neutrix Ha, 
but this neutrix has a greater domain of applicability. For instance formula 
( 1) holds also for 8 = i; k = 0, but in that case the neglected part i(~- a )t 
has a constant absolute value and can therefore not be called the infinite 
part. In the theory of negligible functions it is not the order of magnitude 
which counts but only the fact that they belong to a suitably chosen 
neutrix. 
Example 4: In the analysis in which the structure is formed by 
the Hadamard neutrix H 0 the function xs-1 has for each complex 8 a 
Laplace transform. 
If 8 is not an integer ~ 0, then the Laplace transform of xs-1 is equal 
to F(8)y-s. If 8 is an integer ~0, then the function F(a)y-a has at a=8 
a simple pole, so that for the points ao/=8 lying in the neighborhood of 8 
(3) a F(a)y-a=- +b+b(a), 
a-8 
where b(a)-+ 0 as a-+ 8 and where a and b are independent of a. In that 
case the Laplace transform of xs-1 is equal to the constant term b. 
Proof: In the analysis in which the structure is formed by Ho the 
Laplace transform of xs-1 is by definition represented by the integral 
00 
(4) J xs-1 e-xYdx, where y>O. 
Ho 
If one puts 
q-1 ( -t)h 
e-t = :2 -,- + e(t), 
h-0 h. 
where q is an integer ~ 0 and > - Re 8- 1, then one has for each positive ~ 
1 a-1 ( -y)A 1-~s+A 1 ~ (5) sxs-1e-XYdX= :2-- + sxs-1e(xy)dX- sxs-1e(xy)dX, ~ h-o h! 8+h o o 
1-~8+1/, 
where h must be replaced by -log ~ if h = -8. The last integral 8+ 
occurring on the right side of ( 5) tends to zero as ~ -+ 0 and is therefore 
negligible in Ho. The contribution 
_ q£ ( -y)A ~s+h 
h=o h! 8+h' 
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~s+h 
where the possible factor -h with h = - s must be replaced by log ~. is 
s+ 
negligible in Ho, so that 
hence 
(6) 
1 q-1 ( -y)A 1 J a;s-1 e-xy dx = ! h' ( h) + J a;s-1 e(xy) dx, 
H0 ll=o · s+ II*-• 
oo q-1 ( y)A 1 oo s xs-1 e-xy dx = ! - + s xs-1 e(xy) dx+ s xs-1 e-xy dx. 
Ho n=o h! (s+h) o 1 
h* -· 
The right-hand side (and therefore also the left-hand side) represents an 
analytic function of sin the whole complex s-plane, the points 0, -1, . .. 
excepted. If Re s > 0, then 
00 00 ~ s xs-1 e-xy dx = s xs-1 e-xy dx- s xs-1 e-xy dx, 
~ 0 0 
where the last integral tends for ~ ~ 0 to zero and is therefore negligible 
in Ho. Consequently in the case Re s>O one has 
00 00 J xs-1 e-xy dx = J a;s-1 e-xy dx = F(s) y-s. 
Ho o 
Considerations of analyticity lead therefore for 8/:-0, -1, ... to the result 
(7) 
00 J a;s-1 e-xy dx= F(s) y-s. 
Ho 
Formula (6) holds also in the case that sin an integer ~0. Applying (6) 
with s replaced by an arbitrary number a 1:- s lying in the neighborhood 
of s one obtains 
The right-hand side, apart from the first term, represents an analytic 
function of a at a=s, so that formula (7), applied with s replaced by a, 
yields 
F(a) y-a = ( -y)-B + j xs-1e-XIIdx+e(a), ( -s)! {a-s) Ho 
where e(a) ~ 0 as a~ s. It follows therefore from (3) that 
a= (-y)-s · b(a)=e(a) and j xs-1e-xlldx=b. ( -s)! ' Ho 
This completes the proof. 
In the same way we obtain 
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Example 5: In the analysis in which the structure is formed by the 
Hadamard neutrix H 0 the function xs-11ogkx has a Laplace transform 
for each complex 8 and for each integer k ~ 0. 
If 8 is not an integer ;:;:;; 0, then the Laplace transform of xs-1 logkx is 
equal to (bfb8)k F(8) y-s. If 8 is an integer ;:;;;O, then the function F(a) y-a 
possesses in the neighborhood of 8 a Laurent expansion of the form 
a "" b, F(a) y-a =- + ~-(a- 8)h 
a-8 h=O h! 
with coefficients a and b, independent of a. Then the Laplace transform 
of xs-1 logkx is equal to bfc. 
The above examples explain the name given to the neutrices. In the 
classical analysis xs-1 has only a Laplace transform if Re 8 > 0. This is 
the consequence of the fact that in the case Re 8;:;:;; 0 the Laplace integral 
diverges because of the bad influence of the origin. The main purpose 
of the introduction of the neutrices was, at least originally, the neutraliza-
tion of that bad influence. 
5. Homomorphy 
In the preceding section only one neutrix has been admitted. In this 
section we will examine the extent to which two neutrices can be used 
simultaneously. Let M be a neutrix formed by fundamental operators J-t(~) 
and let N be a neutrix formed by fundamental operators v(1J); here~ and 1J 
denote arbitrary elements of the domains L1M, respectively L1N. The 
answer to the question whether M and N can be admitted simultaneously 
depends on the way in which these two neutrices are used. For instance 
the operators #(~) v(1J), where #(~) is an arbitrary formal operator be-
longing to M and where v(1J) is an arbitrary formal operator belonging 
to N form a neutrix of which the domain is the inner product of the 
domains L1M and L1N; this inner product is formed by the couples (~, 1]) 
where ~ and 1J traverse L1M, respectively L1N. To prove this we must 
show that the neutrix condition is satisfied. To that end we assume 
where IX and {J are elements independent of ~ an~ 1J belonging to the 
fundamental set r and where #(~) and #*(~) belong to M, whereas v(1J) 
and v*(1J) belong to N. If 1J denotes a given element of L1N, then the 
elements IX' =V(1J) IX and {J' =v*(1J) {J have the property that for each 
element~ of L1M J-t(~)IX'=J-t*(~){J', hence IX'={J', hence v(1])1X=v*(1J){J 
for each element 1J of L1N, so that IX= fl. 
Consequently each fundamental operator belonging to M and also each 
fundamental operator belonging to N is negligible in this new neutrix, 
so that M and N are compatible. 
But let us now consider the case that L1M =L1N and that ~=1J· If M 
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and N are compatible, then the neutrix condition must be satisfied which 
assumes here the following form: whenever the relation 
holds for each element~ of L1M, then the constant elements IX and {3 of r 
are equal. This condition is not always satisfied. For instance if the 
fundamental operation is the addition and if L1 is an open line segment (a, b), 
then the functions clog (~-a), repectively clog (2~-2a) form a neutrix 
M, respectively N with the same domain, but these two neutrices M and N 
are not compatible in the sense indicated above. Indeed otherwise 
log (2~-2a) and -log (~-a), therefore also their sum log 2 would be 
negligible, whereas according to the neutrix condition a constant =1= 0 is 
never negligible in a neutrix. 
To distinguish the compatible and the not compatible neutrices we need 
the notion of homomorphy which now shall be developed. 
The domain L1M of M is said to be a homomorphic image of L1L if there 
exists a homomorphic mapping C --7- ~(C) of L1L onto L1M. This. means 
that each element C of L1L possesses in L1M one and only one image ~(C) 
and that conversely each element ~ of L1M is the image ~(C) of at least 
one element C of L1L. 
L1M is said to be a given homomorphic image of L1L with mapping 
C --7- ~(C) if the function ~(C) is a given function defined for each element C 
of L1L. 
The neutrix M is said to be a given homomorphic image of the neutrix L 
with mapping C --7- ~(C) if L1M is a homomorphic image of L1L with mapping 
C --7- ~(C) and if moreover each fundamental operator fl(~) belonging toM 
has the property that fl(~(C)) is a fundamental operator occurring in L. 
In that case we write L --7- M with the mapping C --7- ~(C). 
The mapping C --7- ~(C) is called a structure relation between the two 
neutrices M and L. These two neutrices, in combination with this structure 
relation C --7- ~(C), form a structure 6. 
Example 1: If L1L=L1M and if each fundamental operator negligible 
in M is also negligible in L, then L --7- M with mapping ~ --7- ~. 
Example 2: Consider m neutrices Ma with domain L1Ma (h= 1, .. . ,m). 
Let L1 be a domain of which L1Ma (h= 1, ... , m) is the projection on the 
~h axis. This means that L1 is formed by m-tupels (~1 , •.• , ~m) with the 
following properties: 
1. Each element (~1, ... , ~m) of L1 has the property that ~a belongs to 
L1Ma (h= 1, ... , m). 
2. Each positive integer h :'2m has the property that for each element 
~h of L1Ma the set L1 contains at least one element (~1, ... , ~m). 
If the fundamental operators fla(~a) belonging to Ma have the property 
that the products fl1(~1) ... flm(~m) form a neutrix L with domain .d, then 
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Mn (1 ;2h;2m) is an homomorphic image of L with the mapping 
(~1 , ... , ~m)--+ ~h· Indeed, each operator fln(~n) negligible in Mn can be 
written as a product fl1(~1) ... flm(~m) with flk(~k) = 1 for k=i=h, so that 
fln(~n) is certainly negligible in L. 
The question arises whether it is possible to choose the domain L1 in 
such a way that the operators fl1(~1) ... flm(~m) form indeed a neutrix 
with domain Lt. This is certainly the case if L1 L is the inner product of the 
domains L1Mn(h= 1, ... , m). To prove this we must show: if for each ~h 
in L1Mn (h= 1, ... , m) 
{l1(~1) · · · flm(~m) <X={l1*(~1) • • · flm*(~m) fJ, 
where c:x and f3 are independent of ~1, ... , ~nand where fln(~n) and fln*(~n) 
belong to Mn, then a=(J. This is obvious for m= 1. We may therefore 
assume that m;;;; 2 and that the assertion holds with m replaced by m ·- 1. 
The elements 
have for each element ~1 of L1M1 the property {l1(~1) c:x' =fl1*{~1){3', hence 
c:x' = (3', so that 
The induction hypothesis gives therefore that c:x = (3. 
Theorem 1: The notion "homomorphic image" is transitive. More 
precisely: if L--+ M with mapping !; --+ ~(!;) and if moreover M--+ N 
with mapping ~--+ r#), then L--+ N with mapping !; --+ n(~(!;)). 
Proof: From !; --+ ~(!;) and ~--+ 'f/(~) it follows that !; --+ 'f/(~(!;)), so 
that LlN is a homomorphic image of LlL with mapping !; --+ n(~(!;)). 
Finally we must prove that each fundamental operator v(n) belonging 
to N has the property that v(n(~(!;))) is a fundamental operator belonging 
to L. We must therefore show: if v(n) and v*(n) are fundamental operators 
belonging to N and if c:x and (3 denote elements of r independent of !; 
such that the relation 
(1) 
holds for each element !; of LlL, then c:x = (3. Since LlN is a homomorphic 
image of LlM it is for each element 1J of LlN possible to find at least one 
element ~ of M with 'f/(~) = 'f/· Since LlM is a homomorphic image of LlL 
it is possible to find for each element ~ of LlM at least one element!; of 
LlL with ~(!;)=~. Consequently for each element 1J of LlN it is possible 
to find at least one element!; of LlL with 1J(~(!;))=1J· Formula (1) holds 
for each element !; of LlL and implies therefore 
v(n) <X=v*(n) f3 
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for each element 'fJ of LIN. Consequently cx=f3, since v(n) and v*(n) are 
fundamental operators belonging to the neutrix N. In this way we see 
that N is a homomorphic image of L with mapping '___,.. '(~('f})). 
Theorem 2: A homomorphic image of a neutrix is again a neutrix. 
More precisely: 
Let L be a neutrix with domain LIL formed by fundamental operators 
A.(C) dependent on the variable C which traverses LIL. Let LIM be a homo-
morphic image of LIL with the mapping '___,.. ~(,). The set formed by all 
the operators fl(~) (~sLIM) such that fl(~(C)) is a fundamental operator 
belonging to L is again a neutrix. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show: If for each element ~ of LIM 
(2) fl(~) cx=u*(~) /3, 
where the elements ex and f3 of r are independent of ~ and where the 
fundamental operators fl(~) and fl*(~) belong to M, then cx=f3. 
For each element C of LIL it follows from (2) that 
hence 
A.(C) cx=A.*(,)f3, 
where A.(') and A.*(') are fundamental operators belonging to the neutrix L, 
hence ex= (3. 
In the following two theorems the fundamental set r is an additive 
group formed by complex numbers, whereas the fundamental operation 
is the addition. 
Theorem 3: Let Ll denote a continuous curve lying on the Riemann 
surface corresponding to the function log (~-a). Assume that 1~1 is un-
bounded for the points ~ on Ll and that arg (~-a), where ~lies on Ll, 
tends to a finite limit as 1~1 increases indefinitely. Consider all the functions 
defined on Ll which can be written in the form A.(~)+s(~), where s(~) tends 
to zero as the point ~ lying on Ll has the property that 1~1 increases in-
definitely and where A.(~) can be written as a linear combination with 
constant coefficients of (~-a)8 1ogk (~-a) where the exponents 8 are 
arbitrary complex numbers and where each exponent k is an integer ~ 0 
which is =1= 0 in the case 8 = 0. These functions form a neutrix with domain 
Ll and with a limit point lying on Ll at infinity. 
This neutrix bears the name of the Hadamard neutrix H 00(a) with 
domain Ll, with parameter a and with the said limit point. 
Proof: If ~ traverses the continuous curve Ll, then '=(~-a)-1 
traverses a continuous curve Ll * which has a tangent at its initial point 0. 
The linear combination A.(~) becomes a linear combination A.*(') with 
constant coefficients of's 1ogk,, where the integer k~O is =1=0 in the case 
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8=0. Moreover e(.;) becomes e*(C) where e*(C)-+ 0 as the point C lying 
on Ll* tends to 0. Consequently the functions of the form A.*(C)+e*(C) 
forni a Hadamard neutrix with domain Ll * and limit point 0. The functions 
A.(.;)+e(.;) defined on Ll form a set which is a homomorph image of Ho 
with the mapping C-+ .;(C), where .;(C) =a+ 1/C, so that this set is a 
neutrix according to the preceding theorem. 
The set formed by the functions A.(.;)+ e(.;) is not only a homomorphic, 
but even an isomorphic image of H o, since each point .; lying on Ll has 
in Ll* a uniquely defined image C=(.;-a)-1, but the fact ofisomorphy is 
not used in the proof. 
Theorem 4: Under the conditions of theorem 2 in § 3 the functions 
defined on Ll of the form A.(c;)+e(.;), where e(.;) tends to zero as.; tends 
on Ll to a and where A.(.;) denotes an arbitrary linear combination with 
constant coefficients of (a-.;)8 logk(a-.;), where the exponents 8 denote 
arbitrary complex numbers and where each exponent k is an integer ~ 0 
which is =1= 0 in the case 8 = 0, form a neutrix. 
This neutrix bears the name of the Hadamard neutrix * H a with domain 
Ll and limit point a. 
Proof: If .; traverses Ll, then C=a-.; traverses a curve Ll* with 
initial point 0. The set formed by the functi~ns A.(.;)+ e(.;) defined on Ll 
is a homomorphic image of Ho with the mapping C -+ .;(C), where .;(C)= a- C. 
It follows therefore from Theorem 2 that this set is a neutrix with domain Ll 
and limit point a. 
(To be continued) 
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